Risk Analyzer
Aon’s Real Time Valuation, Monitoring and Risk Analytics System

New technology for a new era in
pension scheme risk management
One of the biggest challenges facing sponsors and trustees of defined
benefit pension plans is being able to make effective and timely
decisions based on a large volume of information from a variety of
sources. From daily market swings, investment opportunities that
come and go, de-risking opportunities and funding decisions, pension
schemes present complex issues that demand a simple solution.
Aon has brought its investment and actuarial expertise together to
create a fully integrated real-time valuation and risk management
system for pension schemes: Risk Analyzer. This powerful easy to
use tool strengthens sponsors’ and trustees’ ability to understand,
manage and more importantly take immediate action in relation to their
pension schemes. The tool provides a simple integrated pension risk
management platform showing daily funding analysis and risk metrics.
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Delivered
directly to you
Valuations,
updates and
projections
consistent with
our actuarial
and investment
advice - it is the
system we use
to advise you.
We are simply
making the key
features available
to you online.

Key features
Risk Analyzer’s key features are available to you on your computer,
tablet and smartphone via a user friendly website or app.
•

•

•

The homepage shows the
high level funding level
tracking and reconciliation
functionality
A global system that
enables sponsors to
value and monitor pension
schemes individually
and in aggregate
Aon’s actuarial and
investment consulting
expertise at your fingertips

•

•

•

Make decisions quickly
based on up-to-date
information to help
with your journey to
pensions stability
Active risk monitoring,
including email notifications,
as part of a flight path
and wider governance
framework

We have

over 750

schemes with

£500 billion
of assets on
Risk Analyzer

Quickly evaluate investment
strategies and risk
reduction techniques

The foundation
of how we work
with you
Risk Analyzer is the software foundation of how
Aon consults with its clients. Giving our clients
access to our valuation, monitoring and risk
analytics system via the web and app means
you can be assured of absolute consistency with
our advice.
With market leading intellectual capital on pension
fund solutions and UK and global investment
markets, Risk Analyzer delivers a clear, up-to-date
snapshot of your pension scheme all backed up by
our unparalleled depth of experience.
With its ability to consolidate schemes across
geographies in a consistent way, it also allows
companies to fully understand and manage their
global situation.

Valuation

The core of any
analytics system is
reliable and robust
actuarial valuation
of benefits, based on
accurate data

Accurately value the liabilities,
based on up-to-date data
• Use interactively in meetings, enabling
you to clearly understand your options
and their impacts
• Enables highly informed funding valuation
discussions to negotiate and agree your
valuation basis and Recovery Plan
(illustrated below) quickly and efficiently
• Liabilities based on the membership data
provided by the scheme's administrators,
updated as frequently as required
• Assets based on values from the scheme's fund
managers, updated as frequently as required
• Analytics available on a modular basis and
can be downloaded to Excel
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Recovery plan
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Scheme sponsors and trustees today want an
integrated understanding of how market movements
impact the scheme’s funded status.

Insights

Daily updates of
scheme funding along
with robust analysis
of changes over user
specified periods

Daily asset, liability and
funding level tracking
• Funded status
Risk Analyzer provides
daily asset, liability and
funding level tracking on
measures you select (e.g.
funding, accounting, selfsufficiency), amalgamating
across multiple schemes in
multiple geographies
• Monitoring of
pre-agreed triggers
Risk Analyzer can notify
you if any measures reach
preagreed trigger points,
allowing you to quickly
implement de-risking
strategies
• Attribution analysis
Showing the change in
financial position between
any two dates, broken down
into the factors affecting
your scheme’s liabilities
and assets

Funded status
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Attribution analysis
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Bulk annuity monitor

• Bulk annuity monitor
Monitor the bulk annuity
market for settlement
opportunities, using
live pricing feeds directly
from insurers
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Robust
forecasting,
sensitivity analysis
and projection of
pension plan metrics,
incorporating daily
market movements,
in your hands

Risk
Risk measuring and monitoring
• Change Assumptions
Measure “what-if?” scenarios, instantly assess the
impact of changing key variables, like interest
rates, inflation and mortality to get the effect on
the balance sheet. Aid discussions and decisionmaking e.g. on valuations

Value at risk

• Production of full year end, interim and regular
accounting figures
• Value at Risk and other metrics
(e.g. PV01, IEO1)
Risk Analyzer quantifies the most important risks
to the funded status of the plan
• Hedging analysis
Evaluates the impact on assets and liabilities of
changes in interest rates via the hedge
ratio metric
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Stochastic scenarios

• Projection of liability and assets cashflows,
distribution of liabilities by category etc
• Deterministic and stochastic projection of assets,
liabilities and funding level
Stress scenarios
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Learn more
As one of the world’s leading actuarial and investment consulting firms,
Aon is now helping plan sponsors and trustees use technology to more
effectively manage their plans.
For more information or a demo of Risk Analyzer please contact
your usual Aon consultant, email risk.analyzer@aon.com, visit
https://riskanalyzer.aon.com or search ‘Risk Analyzer’ in your
device’s app store.

About Aon
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global professional
services firm providing a broad range of risk, retirement and
health solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in 120 countries
empower results for clients by using proprietary data
and analytics to deliver insights that reduce volatility and
improve performance.
For further information on our capabilities and to learn
how we empower results for clients, please visit
http://aon.mediaroom.com.
This document and any enclosures or attachments are prepared on the
understanding that it is solely for the benefit of the addressee(s). Unless we provide
express prior written consent, no part of this document should be reproduced,
distributed or communicated to anyone else and, in providing this document, we
do not accept or assume any responsibility for any other purpose or to anyone other
than the addressee(s) of this document.
Notwithstanding the level of skill and care used in conducting due diligence into
any organisation that is the subject of a rating in this document, it is not always
possible to detect the negligence, fraud, or other misconduct of the organisation
being assessed or any weaknesses in that organisation’s systems and controls or
operations.
This document and any due diligence conducted is based upon information
available to us at the date of this document and takes no account of subsequent
developments. In preparing this document we may have relied upon data supplied
to us by third parties (including those that are the subject of due diligence) and
therefore no warranty or guarantee of accuracy or completeness is provided. We
cannot be held accountable for any error, omission or misrepresentation of any
data provided to us by third parties (including those that are the subject of due
diligence).
This document is not intended by us to form a basis of any decision by any third
party to do or omit to do anything.
Any opinions or assumptions in this document have been derived by us through a
blend of economic theory, historical analysis and/or other sources. Any opinion or
assumption may contain elements of subjective judgement and are not intended to
imply, nor should be interpreted as conveying, any form of guarantee or assurance
by us of any future performance. Views are derived from our research process
and it should be noted in particular that we can not research legal, regulatory,
administrative or accounting procedures and accordingly make no warranty and
accept no responsibility for consequences arising from relying on this document in
this regard.
Calculations may be derived from our proprietary models in use at that time.
Models may be based on historical analysis of data and other methodologies and
we may have incorporated their subjective judgement to complement such data as
is available. It should be noted that models may change over time and they should
not be relied upon to capture future uncertainty or events.
To protect the confidential and proprietary information included in this material,
it may not be disclosed or provided to any third parties without the prior written
consent of Aon.
Aon does not accept or assume any responsibility for any consequences arising from
any person, other than the intended recipient, using or relying on this material.
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